Abstract -The structural features exhibited by a series of unoriented and uniaxially oriented linear polyethylene samples prepared under carefully controlled conditions have been examined by polarized and nonpolarized infrared experiments. Specifically, structural arrangements associated with the noncrystallime phase of the polymer have been examined both experimentally and theoretically. Experimentally, it was observed that the conformational arrangement of the noncrystalline phase was insensiive to density for samples whose bulk density was less than 0.96 g/cm .
INTRODUCTION
Quantitative processing-structure-property relations are beginning to occupy a central role in the development of polymer science and engineering that one may safely draw an analogy to the metallurgical developments of the early years. Specifically, if crystalline polymers are considered as heterogeneous and anisotropic systems which offer tremendous potential for load bearing structural applications, the analogy is striking. However, when considering crystalline polymers both in processing and property modelling, as well as structure identification studies, care must be exercised that the noncrystalline phase is properly accounted for as an integral part of the material (1). Indeed, it has been well established that anisotropy and other morphological features are present in the noncrystalline phase and may control the exhibited bulk property behavior (2). However, unlike the crystal morphology and structure which may be identified with direct experiments (e.g., x-ray), the noncrystalline structure is only indirectly accessible and its quantitative description is very much model dependent. Thus, careful sample preparation under controlled processing conditions and simple experiments capable of characterizing morphology must be included in any program that attempts to develop processing-structure-property relations (3). Previous studies with polypropylene have demonstrated this point (2). Thus, when our studies were extended to polyethylene a well characterized sample base of films processed on experimental film lines was developed (4). Infrared spectroscopy was chosen as a key structure identification experiment since several studies have demonstrated that a variety of quantitative morphological information may be obtained. These include the percent crystallinity (5, 6) , the extent of chain branching (7, 8) the second moment of the orientation of the crystalline and moncrystalline chain elements (9, 10) , and the conformation of the noncrystalline chain elements (11) . Working with our carefully prepared samples, several new features have emerged from the infrared studies that are reported here and have also proved quite unique in further developments of constitutive structure-property relations (4).
EXPERIMENTAL
Eleven unoriented and five oriented linear polyethylene samples, which are briefly described in Tables 1 and 2 , were investigated. All of these samples are linear polyethylenes, having less than 2 branches per 1000 carbons. Further structural, processing and property details concerning these samples can be found elsewhere (8) . Assuming a two phase model, the weight fraction crystallinity was calculated with the following relation: Values gf dc a100 (12) and da = 0.855 g/cm (13) were assumed in this work.
Polarized and nonpolarized spectrometer fitted with a The polarized measurements polarized parallel and perpendicular to the draw direction. The absorbance, A, was determined from these spectra using the peak height from baseline technique. This technique is suitable for quantitative analysis when the appropriate baseline is applied (6) . The Nicolet spectrometer provides the absorbance as a function of wavelength, allowing the absorbance to be determined directly from the recorder trace. In contrast, the Perkin-Elmer spectrometer provided a trace of the percent transmittance T x 100 (T = I/I ) as a function of wavelength, where I and I are the incident and transmitted intnsities, respectively. To allow for quantitative interpretation of these spectra, the percent transmittance was converted to absorbance using the following relation: A = log10(I/I) (2) The appropriateness and shortcomings of applying this relation have been discussed infrared measurements were made using a Nicolet 7199 FTIR Harric germanium polarizer and a Perkin-Elmer 283 spectrometer. of the absorbance spectra were made with the incident radiation elsewhere (6, (14) (15) (16) . The specific extinction coeficient was then calculated from the measured absorbance, A, the sample density, d(g/cm ), and the sample thickness, b(cm), using the following expression (6):
Six absorbance bands (see Fig. 1 ), investigted. The assignments for 1894 cm band, and composite 2016 whose assignments are liste in Table 3, were  the1noncrystalline 1078 cm  band, the crystalline  cm band appear to be well established (17-19,21) .
Wove[ength (cm1) Fig. 1 . Baselines for the evaluation of the polyethylene infrared spectra.
In contrast,1the assignments of the noncrystalline 1303 cm1 band and the doublet at 1352 and 1368 cm have not been fully agreed upon (17) (18) (19) (20) . Based on the discussions of othr investigators, the following assignments were adopted in this study: The 1303 cm band was associated with a wagging of the CII groups in the -gtg-and -gtg'-conformations (18). The ass4nments of Zerbi (20 were adopted for the 1352 and 1368 cm bands, with the 1352 cm band being attributed primarily to -gg-conformational pairs. The assignment of the 1368 cm band to the -gttg-conformational sequence is consistent with the -tt-conformational assignment suggested by Neilsen and Holland (22), who studied the temperature dependence of this band. Further evidence supporting these assignments is provided in this study. Howeyer. experimental problems resulting from band overlap, especially in the 1320-1400 cm range where as many as four absorption peaks have been proposed (8, 18, 23) , makes explicit assignment of these absorption bands difficult.
The baselines used for evaluation of the 1078 and 2016 cm' bands are equivalent to the ones used in previous investigations of polyethylene (10,11t24) . In contrast, the proper baselines for evaluating the 1303, 1352, 1368, and 1894 cm bands, are ambiguous with, as is indicated in Figure 1 , multiple baselines being ?roposed (6, 11, 25) . In this study, the number 1 baseline was used to analyze the 1894 cm1 band, while both the number 4 and 5 baselines were used to analyze the 1200-1400 cm region. Okada and Mandelkern (6)1also compared the results obtained using these baselines to analyze the 1200-1400 cm region. They observed that, although the absolute values obtained were altered, the major trends were independent of the baseline used. To eliminate the errors caused by uncertainty of the proper baseline and band overlap, it is proposed that these bands be separated either graphically with a curve resolver or numerically using a computer program (26). When not otherwise specified, results for this region were obtained using the number 4 baseline. In general, an absorbance at a particular wavelength may include contributions from chain segments in both the crystalline, A , and noncrystalline, A , phases. The absorbance associated with the chain segments n the noncrystalline phLe, due to the conformational sensitivity of the infrared measurement, may be resolved into contributions from chain segments in either or both the gauche, A , or trans, A , conformations.
Furthermore, these components of the noncrystalline phase absorbance may depend on the sequential arrangement of these trans and gauche chain segments (see Table 3 ).
Attention is first given to the 1078 and 1894 cm1 bands, which according to the assignments given in Table 3 are independent of the sequential arrangement of the chain segments. Treatment of the 1303, 1352, 1368, and 2016 cm bands, which are dependent on the sequential ordering of the chain segment conformations, is then discussed.
To analyze the 1078 and 1894 cm1 bands, the total absorbance at a given wavelength was assumed equal to the sum of the absorbances resulting from each contributing species at the same wavelength (14) , viz:
A=A +A =A +A +A Using the Beer-Lambert law (14) , the absorbance due to each contributing species, A was then related o the sample thickness, b (cm), and the concentration of the absobing species, C (g/cm ). For example, the absorbance resulting from the crystalline material i given as:
A =e bC (5) c c c
where e is the crystalline extinction coefficient and C is the concentration of the absorbing crystalline chain segments. Defining similar expressions for the absorbances due to the noncrystalline chain segments in the gauche Aa and trans A conformations and substituting these expressions along with equation 5) into equaon (4) leads to the following expression for the specific extinction coefficient, viz:
In the above expression, e and e are the extinction coefficients for the noncrystalline material inhe gauge and trans conformations, respectively. The parameters C and C are the concentrations of the noncrystalline material in the gauche and tns congurations contributing to the absorbance. Noting that the ratio of the concentration of a particular absorbing species and the material's density (C Id) is equal to the weight fraction of the absorbing species, W, equation (6) When one or more of the possible absorbing species does not contribute to the total abs?rption, its extinction coefficient is set equal to zero. For example, since the 1894 cm absorption is due entirely to the crystalline chain segments, the extinction coefficient for this band is given as: e =e W (8) 
1894
c1894 c where e is the extinction coefficient for a pure crystalline material, and c1894 the extinction coefficients for the noncrystalline material in the gauche and trans configurations have been set equal to zero.
The absorption at 1078 cm' has been attributed to the skeletal C-C stretching of noncrystalline chain segments in both the gauche and trans conformations (18). In view of this assignment, the specific extinction coefficient for this band may be defined as: e =e W +e W (9) 1078 ag1078 ag at1078 at
at1078 g a where e and e are the extinction coefficients for the ag1078 at1078 noncrystalline chains in the gauche and trans conformations. The parameter q is the weight fraction of the noncrystalline chain segments in the gauche conformatign (based on the total noncrystalline weight), and W = 1 -W is the weight fraction of the noncrystalline chain segments (based onathe tota polymer weight), viz:
The weight fraction of the noncrystalline chain segments in the gauche conformation, q has been estimated to be on the order of .33-.5 for molten polyethylene (24,27,28). I has been experimentally estimated from x-ray scattering measurements to range between 0.35-0.4 for a typical polyethylene sample (29) .
Although the 1078 cm band is attributed to the C-C bond stretching in both the trans and gauche conformations, the transition dipole for the former is very small due to the centrosyinmetry of this bond (18). Consequently, this absorption may be assumed to depend predominantly on the bonds in the gauche configuration (i.e., e t1078 = 0). Making this assumption, equation (9) becomes: a e =e q W (11) 1078 ag1078 g a implying that e1078 is directly proportional to the weight fraction of noncrystalline material in the gauche conformation.
Analysis of the 2016 cm band is complicated by its dependence on both the noncrystalline material existing in sequences of four or more trans chain segments and the crystalline phase material. In view of the above assignment, the specific extinction coefficient was defined: Analysis of the 1303, 1352, and 1368 cm1 noncrystalline absorption bands is further complicated by their dependence on the sequential arrangement of the noncrystalline chain segments. As discussed earlier, the assignments for these bands are not fully agreed upon. In lieu of unequivocal assignments for these bands, the assignments given in the experimental section of this chapter are assumed in the following development.
Applying the procedure outlined above, the specific extinction coefficient for each of these bands can be expressed as: 
a-gtg1303
a-gg1352 a-gttg1368 Because of the conformational dependence of these bands, their complete analysis requires that the weight fraction in each of these sequential arrangements be measured. However, in view of the fact that q can only be estimated, a determination of the amount of material in a given sequenial arrangement cannot be made. Despite the uncertainty of q ' q ' q ' q , and q1 , which greatly hinders quantitative analysis of still remain as useful guides for interpretation of the infrared absorbance spectra. For example, a relative measure of the weight fraction of noncrystalline material in a given conformational sequence may be obtained between any two samples using these relations. To illutrate, the relative weight fraction of 1chain segments contributing to the 1352 cm band, relative to a reference sample (q 
An important property of these expressions is that the calculated relative conformation ratios are independent of the noncrystalline density assumed for the calculation of W This can be readily proved by showing that the ratio of the noncrystalline weight a fractions calculated assuming two different noncrystalline phase densities is equal to a constant which is independent of the polymers bulk density. These relations are, however, dependent on the value assumed for the crystalline phase density, d , as are all the relative conformation ratios derived in this work.
c Using equation (9), the following expression was obtained for the cm1 band:
-eat
Unlike the previous results, this ratio depends on the magnitude of d .
Furthermore,
equation (14d) 
rel Since this expression has the same form as equation (14a through 14c), q calculated from it will alo be independent of the noncrystalline density assumed. g Noting that qre and e must be positive, the effect of using g a1078 equation (14e) The relative conformation calculated with this expression depends on both e and the value assumed for d.
c2016
The relative conformation ratios derived above allow for comparisons between the same absorption band in different samples. Other relations can also be developed to monitor relative conformation changes between different bands measured for the same sample. For example, if the extinction coefficients are considered to be constants, the ratio of e1303 and e1 52 is proportional to the relative amount of material contributing to tiese bands i.e., q /q ), viz:
Similar expressions may be derived between any other two noncrystalline bands, using equations (11 through 13).
Polarized Measurements
To characterize the orientation of the polymer chains in the drawn samples, polarized infrared measurements were made with the radiation polarized parallel and perpendicular to the film draw direction. From these measurements the dichroic ratio, D, which has been defined (9,10) as:
et,/ei (16) was calculated. For a uniaxially oriented film, the dichroic ratio and the Hermans' orientation function (26) for the chain segments contributing to the absorbance band analyzed are related (9,10) by:
where D is defined as
In the above relation, '1' is the angle between the chain axis of the absorbing segment (the normal to the plane of the CH,, group in the case of polyethylene) and the transition moment for the vibrational none. Consequently, if 'I' is known, the average orientation of the chain segments contributing to the absorbance can be determined from the measured dichroic ratio. The values of 'if reported by various investigators and used in this study are provided in Table 3 . When interpreting the results calculated using these values, it must be kept in mind that the transition moment angles provided for the noncrystalline absorbance bands, especially those resulting from two or more CH2 groups arranged in a specific conformational order, are only approximate.
For all but the 2016 cm1 absorbance band, which contains contributions from both crystalline and noncrystalline chain segments, the dichroic ratio can be calculated directly from the measured s?ecific extinction coefficients with equation (16) . To analyze the 2016 cm band, the crystalline and noncrystalline contributions were separated following the procedure outlined by Read and Stein (6) . Their analysis of the dic1jroic ratio for the noncrystalline chain segments contributing to the 2016 cm absorbance, when carried out on a weight fraction basis, yields the following expression: For a uniaxially oriented sample the average specific extinction coefficient, eun. which is proportional to the amount of absorbing species, can be defined as (9,10):
By definition, e is equal to the specific extinction coefficient which would be measured for unoriented sample having the same concentration of the absorbing species. Thus, measures of e can be used with the relative conformation ratio expressions to examii conformation changes in the noncrystalline phase with orientation.
Intermolecular and Intramolecular Interactions
The infrared spectra of most hydrocarbon polymers are adequately interpreted by neglecting intermolecular interactions and treating the polymer as an isolated chain (20,31,32). However, for simple polymers, such as polyethylene, intermolecular interactions in the crystalline lattice have been found to affect the infrared response (32, 33) . For example, intermolecular interactions in the polyethy1eije crystal unit in splitting both the ethylene-scissoring (146O cm ) and the methylene-rocking (725 cm ) bands (19, 20, 33) . In these examples, the repetitive nature of the lattice enhances what would otherwise be weak intermolecular interactions. Thi enhancement effect is illustrated by the dependence of the 720 and 730 cm extinction coefficients on the thickness of the crystal (34) . Consequently, a three dimensional treatment, accounting for the intermolecular interactions, is needed to interpret the infrared response of the crystalline phase (33) . Nonetheless, if the crystal type and size are not substantially changed with processing, one would expect the crystalline extinction coefficients and transition moments to remain approximately constant.
In contrast, for the disordered and loosely packed noncrystalline regions, intermolecular interactions are substantially reduced and thus may be neglected. Zerbi (20, 23) , who also assumed negligible intermolecular interactions for hydrocarbon polymers, has provided additional evidence and discussion supporting this assumption. Since the intermolecular interactions in the highly ordered densely packed crystal lattice are weak, this assumption will most likely apply even in the case of moderately oriented noncrystalline regions.
It is well established in the literature that intramolecular forces are at least an order of magnitude greater than intermolecular forces (20). Consequently, in the absence of strong intermolecular interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, it is reasonable to assume that the infrared response of the noncrystalline region is dominated by the more pronounced intramolecular interactions. Snyder (18) and Zerbi (20) have shown that many of the noncrystalline bands arise from vibrational modes localized within specific conformational sequences. Since the infrared measurement is sensitive to the conformational arrangement of adjacent and neighboring chain segments, these intramolecular interactions are explicitly accounted for and segregated by the infrared measurement. Due to the large size of the polymer chain, intramolecular interactions between chain segments separated by many other chain segments are also possible. For all practical purposes, these interactions are similar to other intermolecular interactions and can be neglected. Therefore, it is assumed that the infrared response of the low and moderately oriented noncrystalline regions of polyethylene, depends only on the conformational arrangement of adjacent and near neighbor chain segments. This implies that for low to moderate orientations the noncrystalline extinction coefficients and transition moments may be treated to be approximately constant.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Dependence on Crystallinity To investigate the dependence of these absorption bands on crystallinity, the specific extinction coefficients were measured for the eleven unoriented samples described in Table  1 . These values, which are also provided in Table 1 , are plotted as a function of weight fraction crystallinity in Figs. 2 and 3. In accordance with equations (8,11-13), a linear regression analysis was performed for each of these bands. The best-fit lines, slopes, and intercepts obtained are provided in Figs. 2 and 3 . . If these extinction coefficients are constants independent of morphology, this result implies that is a constant independent of crystallinity. As will be shown later, based on the resu'ts observed for the noncrystalline bands, this conclusion is false.
The1linear dependence observed for the noncrystalline bands (1078, 1303, 1352, and 1368 cm ), indicates that the product of the extinction coefficients and the weight fraction of noncrystalline material contributing to each band is constant over the crystallinity range investigated (see equations 11 through 13). If the extinction of these bands are independent of morphology, this implies that the weight fraction of the noncrystalline phase material contributing to each of these absorptions is independent of crystallinity. However, this conclusion is false, illustrating a deception caused by the method of data treatment. To
bands were calculated. Second, the ratio of the specific extinction coefficient measured for each band and the noncrystalline phase weight fraction, W , was calculated (see equation 15) . Besides the values obtained in this work, thesearatios were also calculated from the data tabulated by Okada and Mandeikern (6), who used baseline 5 for their analysis.
As is shown in Fig. 4 , the e 303/e1352 and e1303/e136 ratios both decrased with increasing density, for samp'es having densities greaer than 0.96 g/cm .
Below this density, these ratios were observed to remain constant. In contrast, the e152/e138 ratio was observed to slightly increase with increasing density. Although t1ie trends observed are independent of the baseline used, the absolute values of these ratios were dependent on the method of analysis used. The slight differences observed between our values and those of Okada and Mandelkern for the e1303/e1352 and e1352/e1368 ratios may be indicative of morphological differences between the samples used in these studies. Direct comparisons of these data, however, must be made with caution, since these differences could also be due to instrument incompatibilities.
Since these are noncrystalline bands, the different absorption ratios observed for the high and low density samples must be attributed to differences in the interfacial and noncrystalline phase morphologies. Okada and Mandelkern (6), who observed the same trends with density, further related these differences to the crystallite morphology of the bulk crystallized samples. They argued that in the high density samples the crystallite thickness, <1>, in the chain direction is comparable to the extended chain length, x, while for the low density samples the crystallite size is much smaller than the extended chain length. Calculating the interfacial free energy from the lamella thickness and the crystalline melting temperature, Mandelkern (35, 36) showed that the interfacial free energy correlated with the ratio of the crystallite thickness and the extended chain length (<1>/x). When this ratio approaches 1, as for the high density samples, the interfacial free energy was found to have its lowest value (2000 cal/mole), while when this ratio is very small as for the low density samples, the interfacial free energy becomes very large (8000 cal/mole). This large difference in the interfacial energies clearly indicates that different interfacial structures exist in the high and low density samples. However, as discussed by Mandelkern (35, 36) , the exact nature of these interfacial structures cannot be specified from this information alone.
In the case of the low density samples, <1>/x << 1., where it is geometrically possible to have a regular folded structure, it has been argued that the characteristic ratio, e1 0 /e , supports the existence of such an interfacial structure (6, 35 (6) . The values in Figs. 5a and 5b were determined using baselines 4 and 5, respectively.
data measured for the pure melt of two n-paraffins. Fro this observation, they concluded that the bulk samples with densities less than 0.96 g/cm have the same structure as the pure melt. They presented this conclusion as evidence that the postulation of a regular folded interfacial structure was untenable. Acceptance of this postulation, they argued, implied that the conformational arrangement in the pure melt for both the n-paraffins and the bulk crystallized polyethylene samples would have to be regularly folded. This observation, however, may be explained without excluding the existence of a regular folded structure. Since the fraction of the noncrystalline material in the interfacial region decreases with decreasing crystallinity (density), it can also be argued that contributions from the interfacial regions to these infrared bands are masked by the contributions from the bulk noncrystalline material. Consistent with this argument are the observations that the degree of crystallinity determined from density and infrared measurements are insensitive to the interfacial region. Therefore, one cannot ascertain that the agreement between the melt and bulk sample value of e1303/e1352 precludes the existence of a regular folded interfacial structure.
For the high density samples, where the existence of a regular folded interface is geometrically precluded, due to the large <1>/x ratio (35, 36) , the observed changes in the extinction coefficient ratios may be explained by extending the sane argument. As the sample's crystallinity increases, the proportion of noncrystalline material associated with the interfacial region increases, reaching a point where it begins to make a significant contribution to the absorbance spectrum. Therefore, changes in these extinction coefficient ratios may be a direct consequence of differences between the interfacial and bulk noncrystalline material. It may also be argued that the structural state of the bulk noncrystalline material changes with increasing crystallinity, due to the closely packed crystallites. Acting as barriers, these crystallites physically restrict the configurations that can be realized by the bulk noncrystalline material (37) . For instance, as the spacing between crystallites becomes smaller, the noncrystalline chains will be forced to orient more and more parallel to the lamella surfaces. In view of the above discussion, one can only ascertain that the state of the noncrystalline material is being altered with increasing density. The precise region where this change occurs, however, cannot be unequivocally identified.
Close comparisons between our results and those of Okada and Mandelkern, show that the relative decrease of the e13 3/e1352 and e1 03/e1 6 ratios for our samples is significantly less than the ecrease they oserve 6). This difference may be related to different sample preparation methods. The high density samples of Okada and Mandelkern were prepared by isothermal crystallization at 130°C for 40 days, while our high density samples were prepared by annealing at 130°C for a maximum of 180 hours (7.5 days) films that were initially cast and rapidly cooled from the melt. Based on the observations of Mandelkern et al. (38) , who observed that the long period obtained by isothermal crystallization at a given temperature is larger than that obtained by prolonged annealing at the same temperature, it is expected that our samples are comprised of smaller crystals than the samples of Okada and Mandelkern (6, 32) . Furthermore, in the quenched samples, due to the rapid nucleation expected, many small spherulites are formed. Continued growth --* I of these spherulites upon annealing would be limited by interactions at these spherulite boundaries. En contrast, nucleation would be expected to be slower in the case of the isothermally crystallized samples, with fewer spherulites being formed. The growth of these spherulites will be less restricted by neighbor spherulites and thus would be expected to grow to much larger sizes than in the case of the quenched samples. Therefore, it is expected that the annealed samples used in this study consist of smaller spherulites, than those in the isothermally crystallized samples of Okada and Mandelkern. Although these expected structural differences may explain the differences observed between Okada and Mandelkern's and our samples, further investigation is needed to resolve the specific cause.
To identify changes in each of the individual absorbance bands, the ratio of the extinction coefficient and the noncrystalline phase weight fraction, W , were calculated and plotted as aunction of density in Fig.5 . As is shown, the ratio calculated for the 1352 and 1368 cm bands are both observed to increase with density. Recalling the relative conformation expressions, developed as equations (14), this increase implies that the material contributing to these absorbance bands is increased with density.
The ratio for the 1303 cm1 band remained nearly constant with density for our samples, while it decreased with increasing density for Okada and Mandelkern's samples (6) . This result is surprising, in that it is not obvious why the conformational grouping contributing to this band (-gtg-and -gtg'-or -g--) would be decreasd (or even remain constant), while the groupings contributing to the 1352 and 1368 cm bands are increased. Furthermore, the different behavior observed for the 1303 and 1368 cm bands strongly suggests that these bands are associated with material existing in different conformational sequences.
For the 1078 cm' band, this ratio appears to increase slightly with density. If e is greater than e ' this would imply that the ag1078 a 1078
amount of gauche bonds is increased with saipple density. This observation is consistent with the increase observed for the 1352 cm band, which is associated predominantly with matrial in the -gg-conformational sequence. The1opposite behavior observed for the 1303 cm band suggests that assignment of the 1303 cm band to the material in the -g--conformation is not correct and supports the -gtg-assignment adopted in this work (see Table 3 ). Based on the observations fade above for these noncrystalline bands, a similar analysis of the composite 2016 cm band was made. Since he conformational state of the noncrystalline samples with densities bel?w 0.96 g/cm was shown to be independent of density, the constants for3the 2016 cm band were redetermined using the six unoriented samples with d < 0.96 g/cm . The best fit line, slope, and intercept obtained by linear regression analysis of equation (12) are provided in Fig. 2 . As is shown, these constants are significantly different from those obtained using all the samples.
Using the newly determined constant for e and the values provided for c2016 e2016 in Table 2 , the product of e was calculated from a 2016 equation (12) . This product is plotted as a function of density in Fig. 6 . If it is assumed that e is a constant independent of density, the marked a 2016 increase in this ratio implies that increases with density. This observation is consistent with the argument of a barrier effect, supporting the postulation that the noncrystalline chains align parallel to the lamella surfaces (37) . It is also consistent with the low interfacial free energy calculated by Mandelkern (35, 36) for the high density samples.
Unlike the results obtained from the noncrystalline bands, this result was based on values extrapolated from only six unoriented samples which covered a narrow range of crystallinity. Errors due to this extrapolation may substantially alter the above result. Secondly, the crystalline extinction coefficient, e , was assumed to be constant in c2016 this ana]ysis. Although this appears reasonable in view of the behavior observed for the 1894 cm crystalline band, it may not be valid. Changes in e with crystal size could alter this result. c2016
Up to this point, the observed changes in the extinction coefficient ratios have been related to changes in the distribution of the gauche and trans conformations. These changes, however, could also be related to changes in the extinction coefficients with morphology. For instance, the intermolecular interactions near the interface could be substantially different from those in the bulk noncrystalline regions. Thus the extinction coefficient for a given conformational sequence may be different for material in the interfacial and bulk noncrystalline regions. However, it would be an unlikely .98 1.0 coincidence that the intermolecular interactions at the interface are altered to the extent that the extinction coefficients change, while the weight fraction of material contributing to the various conformational sequences remains unchanged. Consequently, we would still conclude from the above observations that the conformational state in the high density samples is different from that in the low density samples.
Conformation Changes with Orientation
The conformational state of the noncrystalline material and its changes with uniaxial orientation were iajvestigated by analyzing the conformation sensitive 1078, 1303, 1352, 1368, and 2016 cm bands. Changes in conformation with orientation were monitored, using the relative conformation ratios provided as equations 14. The reference properties required in these expessions were set equal to the properties of the unoriented low density (d< 0.96 g/cm ) samples. Since the conformation state of these3samples is constant and the density of the oriented samples is less than 0.96 g/cm , this reference state was the natural choice.
The reference properties were determined from these samples, using a linear regression analysis of equation (11 through Table 2 , the relative conformion ratios were determined. The results of these calculations are plotted as a function of draw ratio in Fig. 7 . As can beeen, the relative weight fraction of material contributing to the 1303, 1352, and 1368 cm bands was foun1 to decrease with increasing draw ratio. The relative conformation ratio for the 1368 cm band decreased the least of these three bands. The relative conformation for the 1352 and 1303 cm1 bands dereased the most, with the 1352 cm1 band decreasing slightly more than the 1303 cm band. The order in which these bands decreased agrees well with the data of Glenz and Peterlin (11), who investigated highly drawn polyethylene samples. Since each of these bands has been associated with at least one chain segment in the gauche conformation this result suggests that the fraction of the noncrystalline material in the gauche conformation is decreased with orientation.
These three bands were also analyzed using baseline 5, which yielded the reference properties given in Figure Sb . Using these values along with the e values determined for the oriented samples with this baseline, the above analysis wasepeated. Although the relative conformation values calculated using baseline 5 were in almost all cases slightly larger, excellent agreement between the values calculated with these different baselines was found (see Fig. 7 ).
In contrast, the relative conformation ratio for the 2016 cm1 band displayed a marked increase with draw ratio. Based on the assignment of this band, this observation indicates that the amount of noncrystalline material existing in long trans sequences is substantially increased with uniaxial drawing.
The values provided for the 1078 cm' band were calculated with equation (14e), which assumes e =0. As shown in Fig. 7 , the relative conformation ratio calculated at1078 making this assumption decreses with increasing draw ratiof Recalling that assuming e =0 overestimates q e when [e1078/W <[e1078/W I , it was concluded a1078 g a a that the amount of noncrystalline material in the gauche conformation is decreased with uniaxial stretching. Although this rsult contradicts the conclusion of Glenz and Peterlin (11), who found the 1078 cm band insensitive to conformation changes, it is consistent with the assignment of Snyder (18).
A theoretical estimate of how these relative conformation ratios change with orientation was obtained by assuming that the noncrystalline material could be approximated as a random coil. The three-state random coil model for the polyethylene chain was assumed here (27,39). The statistical weight, a, for a bond in the gauche conformation followed by a bond in the trans or gauche conformation of the same rotational sense, -tg-or -gg-, was assumed to be a variable dependent on the extent of orientation. The statistical weight, c, of a gauche being followed by a gauche of the opposite rotational sense, -gg'-, was set equal to zero, eliminating the possibility of this arrangement.
The critical assumptions made in this theoretical treatment are: 1) intermolecular interactions in the noncrystalline phase are negligible and 2) the noncrystalline phase can be described using a single mean value for a, even though it has a complex structure, consisting of loops, cilia, tie, and free chains. Since it is expected that the major proportion of the observed conformation changes occur in the orienting tie-molecules, the mean value of a might have the following dependence of the weight fraction of taut tie-molecules, Wti (based on the total noncrystalline weight)
mean tie tie nc tie where a . and a are the average statistical weights for the orienting tie-molecule and buloncryslline material. As Wtie approaches zero, a approaches a and this model should describe the conformational state of the oriented noncrystaliine material. Furthermore, when the conformational changes are small, this model may provide a reasonable description for the low density samples, which have conformation state similar to that of a pure melt (6, 35) . It may not be acceptable for the high density samples where the crystallites act as barriers, preventing many otherwise possible chain configurations.
Nagai (27) calculated the probability of occurrence for various conformational states, including -g-, -gg-, -gtg-, -gttg-, and -tttt-, as a function of a. Assuming that the probability of occurrence is proportional to the weight fraction of a given conformational sequence, the relative conformation ratios with respect to a given reference state (see equations 14) were calculated from Nagai's results. Two different reference states, one corresponding to q =0.33 (a=0.3774) and the other to q =0.4 (a=0.5439), were used. In Fig. 8 , the relatie conforrntion ratios calculated asuming these reference states are plotted as a function of cig Assuming e =0, qre was calculated from the 1078 cm absorbamce at1078 g band. The relative conformation ratio calculated for the remaining1absorbance bands are plotted as a function of qre in Fig. 8 . As is shown, the 1352 cm ratio was found to fall between the lines redicted for the -gtg and -gg-conformationa sequences, supporting the assignments of Zerbi (20) and Snyder (18) . The 1303 cm ratio was found in the range predicted for the -gtg-sequence, supporting the assignment of Snyder (18) Hermans' orientation function determined from the dichroic ratio measured for the different absorption bands examined as a function of draw ratio.
while the 1368 cm1 ratio was found to be slightly above the values predicted for the 1 -gttg-conformational sequence, supporting the assignment of Zerbi (20) . The 2016 cm ratio was found in good agreement with the values predicted for chain segments in sequences of four or more chain segments in the trans conformation, supportin ts assignment (see Table 3 ). If eat is not equal to zero, as was assumed, qge will been overestimated and the plottesults will all be shifted to lower values of q1.
Although the agreement between the experimental and predicted relative is remarkable, it can not be considered conclusive evidence for the proposed band assignments. Representing the noncrystalline phase as a random coil for which only the statistical weight o must be specified provides at best a crude approximation. Further investigations, using a more realistic model for the noncrystalline phase, are needed.
Refinements of the simple model applied here, however, are not warranted, unless precise independent measures of q in the unoriented samples and d are obtained. Despite these uncertainties, the pact that the basic trends observd are consistent with those predicted by this simple model is satisfying. Furthermore, since intermolecular interactions are neglected by the random coil model, its apparent agreement with experimental data supports the assumption that intermolecular interactions in the noncrystalline regions are negligible.
In view of the above results, it was concluded that bonds in the gauche conformation are converted into trans conforijiation with uniaxial stretching. Adopting the assignment of Zerbi (20) for the 1368 cm band, -gttg-, and that of Snyder (18) for the 1303 cm band, -gtg-, it was concluded that the probability of finding a sequence of two or less bons in the trans conformation was decreased. The marked increase observed for the 2016 cm band indicates that the conversion of bonds in the gauche to trans conformation results primarily in the formation of extended chain segments. ratio. The different noncrystalline orientations measured from each band were attributed to the conformational sensitivity of these bands.
The orientation values obtained for the 2016 cm1 band, f2016, were calculated using eguations 17 ad 18, the dichroic ratios provided in The high orientation, relative to the orientations measured for the other noncrystalline bands, indicates that long trans sequences orient preferentially in the draw direction.
The orientation functions calculated for the remaining four noncrystalline bands were determined using the dichfoic ratios provided in Table 2 Thus, if K is specified, £ can be determined.
To obtain an estimate for K the theoretical results of Flory and Abe (41) and Nagai (27) for the three-state random coil model were employed. Applying these results to estimate K implicitly assumes that intermolecular interactions are negligible. The validity of this assumption has already been dicussed. The results of Flory and Abe (41) and Nagai (27) were expressed by Ward (42) as follows:
where A is the extension ratio, V is the sample volume in the strained stat, V is the volume in a reference state, and N is the number of bonds. The parameter G9, wich was defined by Flory and Abe (41) provides a measure of the mean susceptibility of axis o orient with respect to the end-to-end chain vector. In Nagai's fornulation, C2 = 2 f',, Where k was defined to be the reduced orientation function (27). Values ot C2 and f1, have been tabulated for various conformational sequences and transition moment äirections (27,41). Flory and Abe (41) defined the local axes of the transition moments to conform to the symmetry of the various conformational sequences (see Fig. 10 ), while Nagai (27) used the axis system depicted as Fig. lOc independent of conformational sequence. When using these different results, it is important to note that the orientation of the transition moment (a'), which was defined to be normal to the CH2 plane, is twice the orientation of the transition moment (a), which was taken along the C-C bond (37) .
Combining equations (24) where the parameter C2 , which is for trans bonds with neighbors unspecified, has also been tabulated (27, 41) .
From the values of G2 tabulated for the a' axis,.K was estimated to be between 0.25 and 0.55. Using these values fo K, values of fir were calculated assuming reference states corresponding to both qre = 0.33 and 0.4. Sice the assumption of these different reference states hadlittle effect on the f values calculated, only the average of these values is reported. As is shown i rig. 11, the use of these different K values generated essentially the sane values for fi , Thus, the values given in Table   were To evaluate further the confornational assignments of the noncrystalline bands studied, an order of magnitude comparion betWeen the orientations measured for each band and the theoretical G9 (or values (27,41) ws made. Although only qualitative comparisons could e made, the theoretical C2 values were found to be consistent with the assignments adopted in this study.
CONCLUSIONS
The conformational arrangement of the noncrystalline material in bulk crystallized inear polyethylene was found to be independent of density, when d < 0.96 g/cm . Above this density, significant conformational changes were observed with increasing density. These changes were attributed to increased contributions from the interfacial regions and modifications of the bulk noncrystalline regions due to the barrier effect of the closely packed crystals.
Conformational changes with uniaxial orientation were monitored using the relative conformation ratios defined in this work. A theoretical interpretation of these changes was obtained by approximating the noncrystalline phase as a random coil. Comparisons of the experimental results with the predictions of this random coil model were found to be in good agreement, supporting the band assignments adopted here. In particular, evidence support ing the following assignments for the bands in th1 controversial 1200-1400 cm region was pfovided: Assignments of the 1303 cm band the -gtg-or -gtg'-, the 1352 cm predominantly to the -gg-, and the 1368 cm band to the -gttgor -gttg'-conformational sequences were supported. Furthermore, the remarkable agreement between the predictions of the random coil model and the observed behavior supports the assumption that intermolecular interactions in the noncrystalline regions are negligible.
Measures of the crystalline and noncrystalline phase orientation functions were obtained from the dichroic ratio measurements. From these orientation values, a single average orientation was obtained for the noncrystalline region. In addition, a comparison of the orientations determined for the different noncrystalline absorption bands investigated in this work with the theoretical results of Nagai (27) and Flory and Abe (41) was made. Qualitative agreement between their predicted and our experimental results further supported the band assignments adopted in this study.
Armed with the structural information provided in this study, constitutive relations for describing the bulk solid state properties of crystalline polymers such as dynamic mechanical, sonic modulus, and refractive index can now be developed on rational basis (4). 
